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DATES FOR THE TERM 

7.6.21 Y6 school photos taken 

w/b 21.6.21 Y5 Challenge Week 

28.6-1.7.21 Y6 Residential trip 

2.7.21 Transition Day (Y6 visiting new 

schools) 

w/b 5.7.21 End of Year reports shared 

8.7.21 Sports Day / Fun Day (TBC) 

13.7.21 Prize Giving / Star raffle 

13.7.21 Meet new teacher afternoon 

15.7.21 Y6 Show 

16.7.21 Leavers’ Assembly 

16.7.21 End of term— 2pm finish 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

Thanks to all those who took part in our RSE parent consultation meetings this week. The consultation closes at 4pm 

today. Your feedback will be so helpful in helping us create our RSE curriculum and we will update you with next 

steps as soon as possible. Have a lovely Half Term break and we’ll see you again on 7th June!          - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

Pink :  Siyana - Excellence - for doing careful painting during our Matisse activity.  

Jilani- Excellence -  for doing careful painting during our Matisse activity.  

Green:  Ishat - Excellence - for careful painting during our Matisse activity.  

Eloisa - Excellence - for careful painting during our Matisse activity . 

Blue:  Adam E - Teamwork—for being helpful and friendly in class. 

Ayaana - Excellence—for her focus during writing lessons this week. 

Orange:  Zikra - Teamwork and Responsibility - for always looking after her class-
mates by helping them with their learning or any other classroom tasks. 

Saif - Excellence - for participating more often in class discussions and using a clear, 
confident voice. 

Purple:  Eliza - Responsibility—for putting in extra effort by raising her hand  a lot 
more on the carpet to make a contribution.  

Aleena - Excellence—for working hard with fractions during Maths lessons. She reg-
ularly puts her hand up to answer or ask questions and this helps everyone's learn-
ing to progress.  

Lilac:  Tasfia—Excellence- for focusing well during English lessons and using dialogue 
effectively. 

Iqra—Teamwork– for working collaboratively to build and code "Milo the Space 
Rover" in DT. 

Scarlet:  Shahir – Excellence – for using his reading strategies when working out the 
meaning of words during guided reading. 

Umar – Excellence – for his great contributions during partner and group discussions 
in English. 

Crimson:  Ridwaan A and Alex—Excellence—for using imaginative and creative ideas 
in their poems, for example,  ‘I will put in the box…’ '...a totem that can save you 
from the surface of death' (Ridwaan A); '...a fire bike that burns the road' (Alex). 

Emerald:  Alisha – Excellence –  for always demonstrating positive learning behav-
iours and great resilience when faced with tricky tasks . 

Irfan – Excellence – for displaying a positive attitude towards his learning and partic-
ipating well. A great start at Harry Gosling!  

Jade: Sajed and Ray – Excellence  - for creating a magical atmosphere in their poem. 

Turquoise: Aamina - Teamwork - for being such a good partner in every lesson. 

Rezwan - Responsibility - for using ‘magpied’ language in his amazing horror story. 

Sapphire  Raheeq - Excellence—for improving his comprehension and working hard 
in guided reading. 

Aisha - Excellence—for writing an excellence scary story independently using sen-
tences that make sense. 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

Phase 2: Blue (98%)                                 Phase 3: Sapphire (96%) 

                                       EYFS: Yellow (96%) 

ROAD CLOSURE CONSULTATION 

Tower Hamlets has started their consulta-

tion for those affected by the proposed 

plans to make the closure of Henriques St 

at the start and end of the day permanent. 

Feel free to give them your feedback! 

HOUSE POINTS 

Everest 

2137 

Kilimanjaro 

2129 

Snowdon 

2130 

Ben Nevis 

2134 


